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DAMOCLES’ SWORD OVER
OUR HEADS
Cicero once told the story of how Damocles complained to his king, Dionysius of
Syracuse, about the fortune that the king possessed. King Dionysius offered Damocles to sit on his throne for one day and to try all the luxuries of being king. And so
it happened. Damocles sat on the throne. He saw all that was good and bountiful
around him and was pleased immensely. He felt like a king. But, he saw a sword
hanging on a thin horse’s hair hanging over his head, threatening him. Dionysius
had placed this swrod over the throne to show how his life is in ever-present peril
even though he has all the luxuries that people like Damocles desired.
Even though he enjoyed the throne, Damocles begged Dionysius to let him leave,
because he couldn’t stand the pressure of danger hanging in such a thin thread
over his head.
We are under a sword, and this sword is the quality of the University of Prishtina.
The biggest and best university, at least formally evaluated as such, in the entire
Albanian-speaking space; the university, the history of which is tied to the history
of our country in the sense of its development; the university which is a projection
of the future of our society; from where all the professions come, from lawyers to
neurosurgeons; the institution that today projects the quality of our life in the future,
in the 20, 30 and 40 upcoming years.
We are under a sword, and this sword is the quality of the University of Prishtina,
which hangs on a thin thread from the academic integrity, scientific publication,
and good management. If nothing else, this is our motivation as an organization,
and this should be our motivation as society.
This motivation for societal engagement through research and public criticism we
have turned into a goal that we aim to convey to all of Kosovar society. We should
aim for a life of prosperity with all the risks that our path could have towards that
prosperity. For the risk that hangs in a thin thread over our heads we must ensure
that the pegs that hold it in place are embedded as values in the education institutions in our society. And these pegs are: academic integrity, quality of scientific
publication and good management of education institutions in general, and specifically the University of Prishtina, which would guarantee the royal prosperity that
Damocles desired.
But Damocles did nothing to deserve that throne, the throne was given to him, and
that’s why he abandoned it, despite the prosperity, to run from danger. We must
work to create the prosperity throne for our society, and after we have worked hard
that the risks are tied to our highest moral and ethical values as a society, then we
can forever enjoy the prosperity.
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FOREWORD
By Professor Jeffrey Beall (retired)
Jeffrey Beall is a retired associate professor and academic librarian at the University of Colorado Denver. Previously he also worked as a librarian at Harvard University.
After identifying and naming the phenomenon of predatory publishers, he published lists of them from 20112017. His research and writing on scholarly publishing
have appeared in numerous scholarly journals, and he
has been invited to speak at numerous conferences and
seminars in North America, Asia, and Europe.

Once again, ORCA has invited me to write the foreword to its annual analysis,
and I am happy to do so.
This year’s report documents notable achievements both by the faculties
of the University of Pristina
and by ORCA itself.
This achievement reflects
the creativity and hard
work on the part of the
university’s professors and
the noteworthy efforts and
influence of ORCA as well.   
One of the chief functions
of modern universities is
research. This research,
which is disseminated
through books, journals,
scholarly conferences and
other means, helps improve the social and economic conditions of society
and introduces improvements in public health,
technology, engineering,
and the arts and humanities.

Therefore, it is no surprise
that universities, including UP, use published research to make decisions
regarding the assessment
and promotions of professors.
During my last nine years
working as an academic
librarian at the University
of Colorado, I documented a growing problem in
the publishing of research,
the emergence of what I
called predatory journals
— which this report refers
to as dubious journals. By
any name, such journals
are counterfeit academic journals, and they have
fooled many, publishing
research without a proper
peer review in return for
payments from researchers.
Also, throughout the world,
some professors and others have intentionally used
predatory publishers to
easily publish articles, papers that they then add
to their CVs. This type of
cheating corrupts evaluation systems based on

scholarly publication and
pollutes the pool of scientific knowledge.
Efforts to combat predatory
publishers and enforce academic integrity are central
to the mission of ORCA,
and this report documents
the organization’s work. Indeed, ORCA’s name, “Organisation for Improving
the Quality of Education,”
directly aligns with its continued accomplishments
over the past year.
It’s clear that academic integrity is a national priority
throughout Kosovo as well,
as the country enacted legislation this year regulating
the publication of university research in respected,
rather than dubious, scientific journals.
Some countries lack any
effective enforcement of
academic integrity, and
researchers in these countries have taken the easy
road and routinely publish
in quick and easy predatory journals. Consequently,
research from these coun-
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tries is considered questionable and even suspect,
and their universities have
lost international respect.
However, the situation is
different in Kosovo. Thanks
to regulations enacted by
the Ministry of Education
of the Republic of Kosovo,
the Regulation on academic promotions enacted by
the University of Prishtina,
and thanks to the work of
ORCA, research integrity is
valued and enforced here.
This enforcement demonstrates to the world that
Kosovo is serious about
scholarly publishing ethics
and that its researchers
are held to high standards.

6

Few nations have taken
such bold steps, so Kosovo
stands out as a world leader in promoting integrity in
scholarly communication.
Moreover, ORCA, which
supported this legislation
and was instrumental in
getting it approved, sets an
example for NGOs in other
nations to follow.

It is also great to see the
“improved awareness for
updating their [the professors’] CVs,” as the analysis reports. The routine
updating of CVs benefits
both the university and the
professors, for it increases
transparency and showcases the university’s research output.

This year’s analysis brings
mostly good news. I was
especially impressed by
the charts documenting
the number of “Publications in dubious journals.”
These line charts are very
encouraging, for, overall,
they show a sharp decrease in the number of
such publications by UP
professors. The data show
that it’s possible to uphold
high academic standards
and still maintain research
productivity.

Please allow me to repeat
what I’ve said before: the
people of Kosovo are very
fortunate to have an organization such as ORCA.
It is a world-class NGO
demonstrating great leadership in promoting and
ensuring academic integrity in higher education.
I hope ORCA is able to
continue researching and
publishing this annual
analysis for many years to
come.
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FOREWORD
By Doctor Taulant Muka
Taulant Muka is a scientist doctor, interested in the aging
process, and mainly in cardiometabolical diseases, women’s health and epigenetics. Dr Muka currently works as
the head of a research team in “Institute of Social and
Preventive Medicine” (ISPM – Bern) in the University of
Bern in Switzerland. He defended his PhD in the Erasmus
Medical Center in the Netherlands, where he also continued his post-doctoral studies. He also has research experience in Harvard University and Cambridge University.
Dr. Muka has published more than 60 scientific articles in
the top journals in the field of medicine (JAMA, European Heart Journal, BMJ, Circulation Research), has taught
in universities, and has been involved in writing books
published by Elsevier; he has also mentored 3 PhDs. His scientific work has been
covered by global media (BBC, CNN, Reuters, TIMES). Working in the headquarters of Novo Nordisk in Denmark as a pharmaceutical doctor in the past year, has
helped Dr. Muka to broaden his knowledge on developing new drugs and doing
clinical studies.

Predatory journals make
money by offering a fast
process of publication of research work of poor quality
and without a prior review
from an editorial board or
reviewers. This has a direct
impact in academic ranks
being given since it helps
individuals without scientific or academic values to
receive the titles “doctor”,
“associate professor”, or
“professor”. This phenomenon directly impacts the
quality of the universities
and study programs that
the universities offer. An-

other problem that countries like Kosovo encounter
is the laws being violated when academic ranks
are given, thus academic
ranks are given in violation
of the determined criteria
in the law. This increases
the presence of “pseudoacademics” in classrooms
with a negative impact in
teaching, research work
and with a negative financial and social impact.
ORCA through the strict
evaluations of the CVs of
the University of Prishtina academic staff, using

the data from bibliographical databases and Beall’s
list for predatory journals,
presents important indicators of evaluating these two
aspects. The report shows
that one in two members
of the regular academic
staff in the University of
Prishtina did not publish in
the journals indexed in the
bibliographical databases,
and that 1 in 3 published
in dubious (“predatory”)
journals. This important
data shows that the level
of research in the University of Prishtina may not be
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in the required level, in the
contrary it could have limited quality and thus could
have limited impact in science. This data is an important indicator that these
no-quality papers could
be used to gain academic titles in Kosovo. In fact,
ORCA in this report shows
that out of 465 professors
taken into review, more
than half could have gotten
their academic ranks by

8

not complying with the regulations in power. These
numbers are significant indicators that show the possible abuse of giving out
academic ranks in Kosovo,
and should incite the official review of the files of
applicants that received
academic ranks in the University of Prishtina, and
the higher education institutions and the Ministry of
Education should take the

necessary measures. The
future expansion of this
investigation presented by
ORCA in the performance
aspect of professors after
the moment the academic
ranks are taken, it would
be necessary to incite furthermore the good work
that ORCA is doing to improve the quality of University of Prishtina but also in
other higher education institutions in Kosovo.
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INTRODUCTION
As a result of ORCA’s pressure after the last report on the academic integrity
of professors in the University of Prishtina1, where we found that 72% of professors do not justify their academic ranks, Administrative Instruction 01/2018
was compiled.2 ORCA participated in the working group of this AI, which had
the goal of defining the scientific journals that will be accepted for election of
academic staff in public universities.
This Instruction was followed by Regulation 465 on the Electing Procedures related to Election, Re-election, and Promotion of Academic Staff in the University
of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina”, which further defined the AI by defining the indexing platforms in which the journals accepted by universities must be indexed.
Through these regulations, the scientific publication in public universities, specifically the University of Prishtina, was defined appropriately.
Naturally, the professors of the University of Prishtina, found loopholes for academic fraud and dishonesty. Only in the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, 10
professors published 5 to 19 times in one year in some journals indexed in the
accepted indexing platforms, but that have very poor quality.3
The “Supermen” of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering managed to publish
40 papers only in 2017.
Anyhow, the University of Prishtina has improved in the number of scientific
publications compared to last year’s research.
In 2017, UP had 1320 papers, while in 2018 there are 1735. Taking into account
that there are 465 professors in 2018 in UP, one professor of the University of
Prishtina on average has 3.7 papers. This average was 2.7 in 2017.
But, 9 out 12 faculties in UP have a lower average than the UP average. Only
the Faculty of Mathematical and Natural Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, and
Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary have more papers than the University average. This shows that the non-exact sciences faculties have a profound lack of
scientific papers.
The University of Prishtina management must seriously deal with the lack of
scientific papers in most faculties.

1

http://orca-ks.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/The-Academic-Integrity-of-Professors-of-the-University-of-Prishtina.pdf

2

Administrative Instruction 01/2018 The recognition principles of platforms and international magazines with reviews,
January 19, 2018, link: http://masht.rks-gov.net/uploads/2018/01/ua-nr-01-2018-parimet-e-njohjes-se-platoformavedhe-revistave-nderkombetare-me-recension.pdf

3

http://orca-ks.org/sq/2018/07/19/supermenet-e-fakultetit-te-inxhinierise-mekanike/
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GENERAL DATA
Published papers and participation
In the time period of 1980 – 20184 there’s
1735 papers in total published in journals
with a coefficient, where the UP professors can be listed in various rankings as
authors, and out of them, 1253 are as first
or corresponding author. In the same research in 2017, there were only 747 papers
as first or corresponding author.
2017 marks the peak of the number of papers published in scientific journals with a
coefficient, with 220 papers published.

This increase in number of published papers is for several reasons: one of them is
the improved awareness of professors for
updating their CVs, because of the several analyses that ORCA has conducted that
are based on these documents; improved
awareness for the need for continuous scientific activity as a tool to improve the situation of education and for promotions of
professors; and the facilitation as a result of
the Administrative Instruction and the UP
Regulation being adapted.

Papers in journals with a coefficient
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In the time period of 2007 – 20185 there’s
502 papers published in dubious journals
by 153 professors. In the same research
conducted in 2017 there were 352 papers
published in dubious journals.
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2013 marks the peak of the number of papers published in dubious journals, where
97 of them were published in that year.

4

The first paper published in a journal that fulfils the criteria is in 1980.

5

The first paper published in a journal that does not fulfil the criteria is in 2004
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257 professors (55%) have at least one paper published in journals that fulfil the criteria. 153 professors (33%) have published
at least once in dubious journals.

Papers per faculties
The average of papers published in journals that fulfil the criteria is 3.7 papers per
professor in the university level.
The faculty with the most papers per professor is the Faculty of Mathematical and
Natural Sciences with 8 papers per professors. Close second is the Faculty of Medicine 6 papers per professor, and third is the
Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary with

5.5 papers per professor.
Regarding the non-exact sciences faculties, the one with the most papers is the
Faculty of Education which has 2.6 papers
per professor which is less than the general average of the University of Prishtina.
The faculty with the least papers is the
Faculty of Philology with 0.92 papers per
professor.
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Annex 1. Table of papers published in journals per faculty

No.

University of Prishtina faculties

Papers in scientific
journals

Papers in dubious
journals

1

Faculty of Philosophy

35

10

2

Faculty of Mathematical and Natural Sciences

524

180

3

Faculty of Philology

36

7

4

Faculty of Law

74

21

5

Faculty of Economy

98

50

6

Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture

48

10

7

Faculty of Electrical and Computer Engineering

57

25

8

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering

94

16

9

Faculty of Medicine

528

107

10

Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary

184

34

11

Faculty of Physical Education and Sports

14

0

12

Faculty of Education

94

42

1735

502

TOTAL

14
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Annex 2. Table of faculties ranked according to the number of papers per professor

No.

University of Prishtina faculties

Publications
in journals

Number of
professors

Paper/professor

1

Faculty of Mathematical and
Natural Sciences

524

65

8.06

2

Faculty of Medicine

528

87

6.07

3

Faculty of Agriculture and
Veterinary

184

33

5.58

4

Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering

94

29

3.24

5

Faculty of Electrical and
Computer Engineering

57

21

2.71

6

Faculty of Education

94

36

2.61

7

Faculty of Economy

98

44

2.23

8

Faculty of Civil Engineering and
Architecture

48

23

2.09

9

Faculty of Law

74

42

1.76

10

Faculty of Philosophy

35

32

1.09

11

Faculty of Physical
Education and Sports

14

14

1.00

12

Faculty of Philology

36

39

0.92

1735

465

3.73

TOTAL

.
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Faculty of Education
Publication in journals with coefficient
The Faculty of Education has in total 94 papers published by the professors.
In the time period of 1995 – 2017 there were 20 participations in total in publishing papers
in scientific journals. 6
In the same time period there are 84 participations publishing papers as first or corresponding author.
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The term “participation” is used to show that the number 20 in this case doesn’t mean the number of scientific papers.
In the same papers there can be two or more authors, that’s why this number only shows the participation of authors
in scientific papers.
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Publication in dubious journals
13 professors have published 42 papers in 24 dubious journals. 7 of them justify their academic ranks, while 6 of them do not justify their academic ranks.
The professors of the Faculty of Education have participated 42 times in publishing papers
in 24 dubious journals.
The professors participated 29 times as first or corresponding author in publishing in dubious journals in the period of 2007-2015. 7
The year when the authors participated the most in publishing in dubious journals was
2013 with 11 participations.
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The first paper in the Faculty of Education published in a dubious journal was in 2007, while the latest one was in 2015.
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Faculty of Economy
Publication in journals with coefficient
The professors of the Faculty of Economy have 98 scientific papers in total published in
scientific journals with coefficient.
In the time period of 2004 – 2017, there were 29 participations in publishing papers in scientific journals by different authors. 8
These professors participated 85 times in publishing papers as first or corresponding authors in the same time period.
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The term “participation” is used to show that the number 29 in this case doesn’t mean the number of scientific papers.
In the same papers there can be two or more authors, that’s why this number only shows the participation of authors
in scientific papers.
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Publication in dubious journals
15 professors of the Faculty of Economy have participated 50 times in publishing papers
in 19 dubious journals.
The professors participated 33 times as first or corresponding author in publishing in dubious journals in the period of 2010-2017. 9
The year when the authors participated the most in publishing in dubious journals was
2012 with 19 participations.
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The first paper in the Faculty of Economy published in a dubious journal was in 2010, while the latest one was in 2017.
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Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary
Publication in journals with coefficient
The professors of the Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary have 184 scientific papers in
total published in scientific journals with coefficient.
In the time period of 1990 – 2017, there were 153 participations in publishing papers in
scientific journals by different authors. 10
These professors participated 103 times in publishing papers as first or corresponding authors in the same time period.

Papers in journals with a coefficient
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10 The term “participation” is used to show that the number 153 in this case doesn’t mean the number of scientific papers.
In the same papers there can be two or more authors, that’s why this number only shows the participation of authors
in scientific papers.
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Publication in dubious journals
17 professors have participated 34 times in publishing papers in dubious journals. 9 of
them justify their academic ranks, while 8 of them do not justify their academic ranks
The professors participated 14 times as first or corresponding author in publishing in dubious journals in the period of 2010-2016. 11
The years when the authors participated the most in publishing in dubious journals were
2012 and 2013 with 11 participations.
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The first paper in the Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary published in a dubious journal was in 2010, while the latest
one was in 2016.
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Faculty of Physical Education and Sports
Publication in journals with coefficient
The professors of the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports have 14 scientific papers
in total published in scientific journals with coefficient.
In the time period of 1994 – 2011, there were 14 participations in publishing papers in scientific journals by different authors. 12
These professors participated 2 times in publishing papers as first or corresponding authors in the same time period.
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12 The term “participation” is used to show that the number 14 in this case doesn’t mean the number of scientific papers.
In the same papers there can be two or more authors, that’s why this number only shows the participation of authors
in scientific papers.
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Faculty of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
Publication in journals with coefficient
The professors of the Faculty of Electrical and Computer Engineering have 57 scientific
papers in total published in scientific journals with coefficient.
In the time period of 2003 – 2018, there were 32 participations in publishing papers in scientific journals by different authors. 13
These professors participated 44 times in publishing papers as first or corresponding authors in the same time period.
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13 The term “participation” is used to show that the number 32 in this case doesn’t mean the number of scientific papers.
In the same papers there can be two or more authors, that’s why this number only shows the participation of authors
in scientific papers.
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Publication in dubious journals
9 professors have published 25 papers in 16 dubious journals.
The professors of the Faculty of Electrical and Computer Engineering have participated 25
times in publishing papers in 16 dubious journals.
The professors participated 13 times as first or corresponding author in publishing in dubious journals in the period of 2011-2016. 14
The years when the authors participated the most in publishing in dubious journals were
2012 and 2013 with 6 participations each.
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14 The first paper in the Faculty of Electrical and Computer Engineering published in a dubious journal was in 2011, while
the latest one was in 2016.
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Faculty of Philology
Publication in journals with coefficient
The professors of the Faculty of Philology have 36 scientific papers in total published in
scientific journals with coefficient.
In the time period of 2007 – 2018, there was only 1 participation in publishing papers in
scientific journals by different authors. 15
These professors participated 37 times in publishing papers as first or corresponding authors in the same time period.
The Faculty of Philology is one of the faculties with the fewest scientific papers in international scientific journals.
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15 The term “participation” is used to show that the number 1 in this case doesn’t mean the number of scientific papers.
In the same papers there can be two or more authors, that’s why this number only shows the participation of authors
in scientific papers.
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Publication in dubious journals
One associate professor has seven papers in dubious journals.
The year with the most papers in dubious journals is 2016 with 6 papers.
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2016.2

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering is the biggest violator of academic integrity in the University of Prishtina. In this faculty, in the last promotions process (call for applications 1-173,
dated 27.04.2018), applied 10 professors that published 5-19 papers within one year and a
half, with an average of 5.5 papers per year per professor. These papers were published in
indexed journals, but they severely lack quality.
These professors have updated their CV-s with these papers, and they are reflected within
the analysis. These papers can be clearly seen in the graphic below, where in 2016 there
are only 10 papers, while in 2017 there are 40.

Publication in journals with coefficient
The professors of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering have 94 scientific papers in total
published in scientific journals with coefficient.
In the time period of 1999 – 2018, there were 40 participations in total in publishing papers
in scientific journals16 by different authors.
These professors participated 118 times in publishing papers as first or corresponding authors in the same time period.
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16 The term “participation” is used to show that the number 40 in this case doesn’t mean the number of scientific papers.
In the same papers there can be two or more authors, that’s why this number only shows the participation of authors
in scientific papers.
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Publication in dubious journals
9 professors have published 16 papers in 8 dubious journals.
The professors participated 6 times as first or corresponding author in publishing in dubious journals in the period of 2009-201517.
The year when the authors participated the most in publishing in dubious journals was
2013, with 6 participations.
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17 The first paper in the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering published in a dubious journal was in 2009, while the latest
one was in 2015.
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Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture
Publication in journals with coefficient
The professors of the Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture have 48 scientific papers in total published in scientific journals with coefficient.
In the time period of 1988 – 2018, there were 4 participations in total in publishing papers
in scientific journals18 by different authors.
These professors participated 48 times in publishing papers as first or corresponding authors in the same time period.
In the graph below, it is evident that there is a period of inactive scientific work when it
comes to publishing scientific papers in legitimate scientific journals between 1988 and
2009.
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18 The term “participation” is used to show that the number 4 in this case doesn’t mean the number of scientific papers.
In the same papers there can be two or more authors, that’s why this number only shows the participation of authors
in scientific papers.
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Publication in dubious journals
3 professors have published 10 papers in 4 dubious journals. One of them is a full professor
with justified academic rank, while two associate professors do not justify their academic
ranks.
The professors participated 6 times as first or corresponding author in publishing in 4 dubious journals in the period of 2010-201519.
The years when the authors participated the most in publishing in dubious journals were
2014 and 2015, with 3 participations each.
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19 The first paper in the Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture published in a dubious journal was in 2010, while
the latest one was in 2015.
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Faculty of Mathematical and Natural
Sciences
Publication in journals with coefficient
The professors of the Faculty of Mathematical and Natural Sciences have 254 scientific
papers in total published in scientific journals with coefficient.
In the time period of 1987 – 2018, there were 322 participations in total in publishing papers
in scientific journals20 by different authors.
These professors participated 381 times in publishing papers as first or corresponding authors in the same time period.
The year with the most participations in publishing papers in journals with coefficient is
2016 with 75 participations.
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20 The term “participation” is used to show that the number 322 in this case doesn’t mean the number of scientific papers.
In the same papers there can be two or more authors, that’s why this number only shows the participation of authors
in scientific papers.
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Publication in dubious journals
42 professors have published 180 papers in 43 dubious journals. 26 of them are professors
with justified academic ranks, while 16 do not justify their academic ranks.
The professors participated 75 times as first or corresponding author in publishing in dubious journals in the period of 2008-2018.21
The year when the authors participated the most in publishing in dubious journals was
2013, with 32 participations.
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21 The first paper in the Faculty of Mathematical and Natural Sciences published in a dubious journal was in 2008, while
the latest one was in 2018.
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Faculty of Law
Publication in journals with coefficient
The professors of the Faculty of Law have 74 scientific papers in total published in scientific
journals with coefficient.
In the time period of 1998 – 2017, there were 3 participations in total in publishing papers
in scientific journals22 by different authors.
These professors participated 71 times in publishing papers as first or corresponding authors in the same time period.
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22 The term “participation” is used to show that the number 3 in this case doesn’t mean the number of scientific papers.
In the same papers there can be two or more authors, that’s why this number only shows the participation of authors
in scientific papers.
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Publication in dubious journals
4 professors have published 21 papers in 16 dubious journals. All of them are professors
with justified academic ranks. One of them has 17 out of the 21 papers.
The professors participated 40 times as first or corresponding author in publishing in dubious journals in the period of 2008-201723.
The year when the authors participated the most in publishing in dubious journals was
2016, with 6 participations.
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23 The first paper in the Faculty of Law published in a dubious journal was in 2011, while the latest one was in 2017.
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Faculty of Medicine
Publication in journals with coefficient
The professors of the Faculty of Medicine have 528 scientific papers in total published in
scientific journals with coefficient.
In the time period of 198024 – 2017, there were 466 participations in total in publishing papers in scientific journals25 by different authors.
These professors participated 246 times in publishing papers as first or corresponding authors in the same time period.
In the graph below, it is evident that there was a rapid increase of participation in publishing
papers in scientific journals during 2009 – 2011. The next three years shows a decrease.
2009 marks the highest number of publications in scientific journals, with 69 papers.
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24 In 1980, the first two papers were published by the current University of Prishtina professors.
25 The term “participation” is used to show that the number 466 in this case doesn’t mean the number of scientific papers.
In the same papers there can be two or more authors, that’s why this number only shows the participation of authors
in scientific papers.
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Publication in dubious journals
33 professors have published in dubious journals. 17 of them are professors with justified
academic ranks, while 16 have unjustified academic ranks.
The professors of the Faculty of Medicine have 107 papers in 32 dubious journals.
The professors participated 40 times as first or corresponding author in publishing in dubious journals in the period of 2008-201726.
The year when the authors participated the most in publishing in dubious journals was
2015, with 27 participations.
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26 The first paper in the Faculty of Medicine published in a dubious journal was in 2008, while the latest one was in 2017.
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Faculty of Philosophy
Publication in journals with coefficient
The professors of the Faculty of Philosophy have 35 scientific papers in total published in
scientific journals with coefficient.
In the time period of 1995 – 2017, there were 6 participations in total in publishing papers
in scientific journals27 by different authors.
These professors participated 34 times in publishing papers as first or corresponding authors in the same time period.
This faculty has one of the lowest numbers of scientific papers published in scientific journals with coefficient.
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27 The term “participation” is used to show that the number 6 in this case doesn’t mean the number of scientific papers.
In the same papers there can be two or more authors, that’s why this number only shows the participation of authors
in scientific papers.
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Publication in dubious journals
7 professors have 10 papers in 9 dubious journals. 4 of them are professors with justified
academic ranks, while 3 have unjustified academic ranks.
The professors of the Faculty of Philosophy have participated ten times in publishing papers in nine dubious journals.
The professors participated eight times as first or corresponding author in publishing in
dubious journals in the period of 2013-201728.
The year when the authors participated the most in publishing in dubious journals was
2013, with four participations.
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28 The first paper in the Faculty of Philosophy published in a dubious journal was in 2013, while the latest one was in 2017.
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METHODOLOGY
On researching the scientific journals in which the University of Prishtina’s academic staff
published papers

Legal Basis
1.

Law on Higher Education in the Republic of Kosovo29

2. Statute of the University of Prishtina,
articles 175, 176 and 17730
3. Administrative Instruction 01/2018 the
recognition principles of platforms and
international magazines with reviews31
4. Administrative Instruction for supplement and precision - Annex - I (MEST) 7/2018 of AI No: 01/2018 the
recognition principles of platforms and
international magazines with reviews32
5. Regulation no.465 on the Electing Procedures related to Election, Re-election, and Promotion of Academic Staff
in the University of Prishtina “Hasan
Prishtina”33

29 Law No.04/L-037 on Higher Education in the Republic
of Kosovo, September 9, 2011, link: https://gzk.rks-gov.
net/ActDetail.aspx?ActID=2761
30 Statute of the University of Prishtina, 2012, link: http://
fiek.uni-pr.edu/Files/Dokumente/Relevante/Statutiversioniifundit.aspx
31 Administrative Instruction 01/2018 The recognition principles
of platforms and international magazines with reviews, January 19, 2018, link: http://masht.rks-gov.net/uploads/2018/01/
ua-nr-01-2018-parimet-e-njohjes-se-platoformave-dhe-revistave-nderkombetare-me-recension.pdf

ORCA has researched the publications in
international scientific journals, defined as
a criterion by the Law on Higher Education
in Kosovo, the University of Prishtina Statute for receiving one of the academic ranks:
assistant professor, associate professor or
full professor, the Administrative Instructions 01/2018 and 07/2018, and Regulation
465 of the University of Prishtina. This criterion ensures continued scientific activity, which is key to gaining knowledge on
contemporary methods and results, upon
which teaching and sustainable scientific
contribution is guaranteed.

Research object
The CVs of 465 academic staff with regular work relationships in 12 faculties of the
University of Prishtina were researched.
This does not include assistants, lecturers,
and other collaborators who do not have
the academic rank of assistant professor,
associate professor or full professor.
Because of the specific nature of their
work, ORCA did not research the artistic
work that is the criteria equivalent to scientific papers for the Faculty of Arts. Thus,
Faculty of Arts professors were not researched by ORCA.

32 Administrative Instruction for supplement and precision
- Annex - I - (MEST) 7/2018 of AI No: 01/2018 the recognition principles of platforms and international magazines with reviews, May 23, 2018, link: http://masht.
rks-gov.net/uploads/2018/05/ua-7-2018-per-plotesimindhe-precizimin-e-ua-parimet-e-njohjes-per-revistatnderkombetare_1.pdf
33 Regulation no.465 on the Electing Procedures related
to Election, Re-election, and Promotion of Academic Staff in the University of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina”,
March 2, 2018: https://www.uni-pr.edu/desk/inc/media/
C15E46D5-5159-4E97-B8CB-D69734E39CA4.pdf
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The duration of
research
All the CVs that were researched were taken from
the official website of the
University of Prishtina,
uni-pr.edu34, during the research period of 01.05.2018
-17.08.2018. To guarantee
the accuracy of the data,
these CVs went through a
second round of research
during the time period of
20.08.2018 – 31.08.2018.
All changes evidenced
during the second round
of research were applied in
the database upon which
this report was built.

Analysis of
journals
Based
on
AI1/2018,
AI7/2018 and Regulation
465 of UP, ORCA has given
each scientific paper listed
in the CVs a coefficient.
These coefficients were
given based on the databases where the journals
are indexed, giving them
a coefficient of 1, 0.85 or
0.70; or based on the jour-

nals listed in the aforementioned legislation that have
a coefficient of 0.55.
ORCA has given a coefficient of 0 to papers published in conference proceedings, reports, projects,
books or book chapters,
which are not in international scientific journals, or
papers that are in the process of being published,
or papers for which the
authors have received any
type of confirmation by the
journal, but haven’t been
published.
Publications in scientific
journals of neighbouring
countries, according to AI
7/2018 must be indexed
in at least one of the academic indexing databases
Scopus or Web of Science
to receive a coefficient. According to AI 7/2018, journals that cover Albanology
that are local or from Albania have a coefficient only
if they have an international editing board.
According to AI 1/2018, papers published in journals
that are listed in dubious
journals list or if these journals have a publisher listed in dubious publishers

list, have a coefficient of 0;
unless these journals were
indexed in one of the academic indexing databases
Scopus or Web of Science
at the time the paper was
published. Professor Jeffrey Beall’s lists are used to
determine if the journals or
publishers are dubious according to Regulation 465
of UP.

Individual and
collective
research
Every researcher had a
certain number of CVs
randomly assigned. Each
researcher checked if the
journal where the paper
was published is indexed
in one of the indexing platforms according to regulations in power, and whether
the journal or the publisher
is in Beall’s lists.
The data extracted from
the research was placed
in a standardized database
where further collective research was conducted.

34 http://www.uni-pr.edu/
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CONCLUSIONS
The University of
Prishtina has a very
small number of
papers published
in legitimate scientific journals. 55%
of University of Prishtina professors
have at least one
paper published in
a legitimate scientific journal with a
coefficient. While
the other 208 professors have never
published a scientific paper in a scientific journal with
a coefficient.

The professors in
the faculties of exact sciences have
more papers published in legitimate
scientific journals
compared to faculties of social and
human sciences.

Publishing in dubious journals is
a phenomenon in
the University of
Prishtina. 33% of
the university’s professors have published at least once
in dubious journals.

There is little cooperation between
University of Prishtina professors
in publishing in legitimate journals,
as well as in dubious journals.
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INTRODUCTION
After ORCA’s report “The academic integrity of professors of the
University of Prishtina”, where we analysed 481 professors of UP,
and where we found that 72% of professors do not justify their academic ranks, ORCA decided to continue this research to see whether there was improvements in justifying academic ranks of UP professors.
ORCA has presented a detailed analysis on how many of the professors have justified academic ranks if they were evaluated based
on the provisions in power of the University of Prishtina Statute and
the Law on Higher Education in Kosovo.
Despite the fact that legal provisions have softened the criteria for
scientific journals, 59% of UP professors do not justify their current
academic ranks.
208 out of 465 professors do not have a single scientific paper in
any scientific journal with a coefficient.
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METHODOLOGY: RESEARCHING
JUSTIFICATION FOR
ACADEMIC RANKS
The CVs of 465
academic
staff
with regular work
relationships in 12
faculties of the University of Prishtina
were researched.
This does not include assistants,
lecturers, and other
collaborators
who do not have
the academic rank
of assistant professor, associate professor or full professor.
Because of the
specific nature of
their work, ORCA
did not research
the artistic work
that is the criteria equivalent to
scientific
papers

for the Faculty of
Arts. Thus, Faculty of Arts professors were not
researched
by
ORCA.
Regardless of when
professors
received their academic
ranks,
ORCA researched
the justification for
their rankings as
per the legal regulations in force.
While it is clear
that some professors have received
academic ranks at
a time when there
were other provisions in power,
ORCA has tried to
present the current
situation of scien-

tific papers published in scientific
journals that fulfil
the criteria and
principles defined
in this methodology.
For the academic
rank of assistant
professor, the professor must have
at least one scientific paper in a
peer reviewed international scientific journal, relevant
according to the
Statute of University of Prishtina, as
first or corresponding author.34
For the academic
rank of associate
professor, the pro-

fessor must have
at least three scientific papers in
peer reviewed international scientific journals, relevant according to
the Statute of University of Prishtina,
as first or corresponding author.35
For the academic
rank of full professor, the professor must have at
least five scientific papers in peer
reviewed international
scientific
journals, relevant
according to the
Statute of University of Prishtina, as
first or corresponding author.36

34 Article 173, point 1.2.1 of the UP Statute
35 Article 174, point 1.2.1 of the UP Statute
36
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GENERAL DATA
465 professors were analysed:
162 assistant professors
165 associate professors
138 full professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 465 professors, 189 (41%) justify
their academic ranks based on the criteria
for scientific papers in journals with a coefficient. While 276 (59%) of professors do
not justify their academic ranks based on
the criteria for scientific papers in journals
with a coefficient. In last year’s report, 72%
of professors did not justify their academic
ranks, while 28% did.
Out of 189 professors that justify their academic ranks, 98 are assistant professors,
58 are associate professors, and only 33
are full professors.

While out of the 276 professors that do not
justify their academic ranks, 64 are assistant professors, 107 are associate professors, and 105 are full professors.
208 out of 465 professors do not have a
single scientific paper in a scientific journal
with a coefficient (45%).
Compared within their groups (assistant
professors, associate professors, full professors), assistant professors justify their
academic rank the most with 60% of them,
while only 24% of full professors justify their
academic rank, making them the smallest
group that justifies ranks.
The 105 full professors who do not justify
their academic ranks are tenured within the
University of Prishtina, which means that
they do not owe the University scientific
papers anymore.
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Professors that justify their
academic ranks

Professors that do not
justify their academic ranks

No.

UP faculties

Assistant
professors

Associate
professors

Full
professors

Assistant
professors

Associate
professors

Full
professors

1

Faculty of Philosophy

10

2

0

4

9

7

2

Faculty of
Mathematical and
Natural Sciences

22

10

12

2

9

10

3

Faculty of Philology

4

5

0

7

16

7

4

Faculty of Law

5

8

2

8

6

13

5

Faculty of Economy

6

9

2

5

10

12

6

Faculty of Civil
Engineering and
Architecture

6

0

1

6

7

3

7

Faculty of Electrical
and Computer
Engineering

5

4

0

2

4

6

8

Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering

3

5

3

5

4

9

9

Faculty of Medicine

17

9

7

11

21

22

10

Faculty of Agriculture
and Veterinary

9

3

5

1

7

8

11

Faculty of Physical
Education and Sports

1

0

0

2

7

4

12

Faculty of Education

10

3

1

11

7

4

98

58

33

64

107

105

TOTAL
189

276

Table 1. General data according to faculties and academic ranks
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Faculty of Education
36 professors with academic ranks:
5 full professors
10 associate professors
21 assistant professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 36 professors with academic ranks,
14 (39%) of them have justified academic
ranks, while 22 (61%) of them do not. In
last year’s report, 33% of professors justified their academic ranks.
Out of the 14 professors who have justified
academic ranks, there is one full professor,
Justify

three associate professors and 10 assistant professors.
Out of the 22 professors with unjustified
academic ranks, there are four full professors, seven associate professors, and 11
assistant professors.

Do not justify

TOTAL

Full
professor

1

20%

Full
professor

4

80%

Full
professor

5

Associate
professor

3

30%

Associate
professor

7

70%

Associate
professor

10

Assistant
professor

10

48%

Assistant
professor

11

52%

Assistant
professor

21

100%
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Faculty of Economy
44 professors with academic ranks:
14 full professors
19 associate professors
11 assistant professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 44 professors with academic ranks,
17 (38%) of them have justified academic
ranks, while 27 (62%) of them do not. In
last year’s report, 31% of professors justified their academic ranks.
Out of the 17 professors who have justified
academic ranks, there are two full profesJustify
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sors, nine associate professors and six assistant professors.
Out of the 31 professors with unjustified academic ranks, there are 12 full professors,
10 associate professors, and five assistant
professors.

Do not justify

TOTAL

Full
professor

2

14%

Full
professor

12

86%

Full
professor

14

Associate
professor

9

47%

Associate
professor

10

53%

Associate
professor

19

Assistant
professor

6

54%

Assistant
professor

5

46%

Assistant
professor

11
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Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary
33 professors with academic ranks:
13 full professors
10 associate professors
10 assistant professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 33 professors with academic ranks,
17 (51%) of them have justified academic
ranks, while 16 (49%) of them do not. In
last year’s report, 45% of professors justified their academic ranks.
Out of the 17 professors who have justified
academic ranks, there are five full profesJustify

sors, three associate professors and nine
assistant professors.
Out of the 16 professors with unjustified
academic ranks, there are eight full professors, seven associate professors, and one
assistant professor.

Do not justify

TOTAL

Full
professor

5

38%

Full
professor

8

62%

Full
professor

13

Associate
professor

3

30%

Associate
professor

7

70%

Associate
professor

10

Assistant
professor

9

90%

Assistant
professor

1

10%

Assistant
professor

10

100%
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Faculty of Physical Education and Sports
14 professors with academic ranks:
4 full professors
7 associate professors
3 assistant professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 14 professors with academic ranks,
1 (7%) of them have justified academic
ranks, while 14 (93%) of them do not. In
last year’s report, 0% of professors justified
their academic ranks.
Justify
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The professor that justifies their academic
rank is an assistant professor.
This faculty has the highest number of professors that do not justify their academic
ranks.

Do not justify

TOTAL

Full
professor

0

0%

Full
professor

4

100%

Full
professor

4

Associate
professor

0

0%

Associate
professor

7

100%

Associate
professor

7

Assistant
professor

1

33.33%

Assistant
professor

2

66.66%

Assistant
professor

3
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Faculty of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
21 professors with academic ranks:
6 full professors
8 associate professors
7 assistant professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 21 professors with academic ranks,
9 (43%) of them have justified academic
ranks, while 12 (57%) of them do not. In
last year’s report, 17% of professors justified their academic ranks.
Out of the 9 professors who have justified
academic ranks, there are four associate
professors and five assistant professors.
Out of the 12 professors with unjustified acJustify

ademic ranks, there are six full professors,
four associate professors, and two assistant professors.
This faculty has improved in the justification of academic ranks aspect, for several
reasons: the retirement of a few full professors that do not justify their academic
ranks, updating CV-s with new papers, and
the new regulations.

Do not justify

TOTAL

Full
professor

0

0%

Full professor

6

100%

Full
professor

6

Associate
professor

4

17%

Associate
professor

4

83%

Associate
professor

8

Assistant
professor

5

38%

Assistant
professor

2

63%

Assistant
professor

7

100%
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Faculty of Philology
39 professors with academic ranks:
7 full professors
21 associate professors
11 assistant professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 39 professors with academic ranks,
9 (23%) of them have justified academic
ranks, while 30 (73%) of them do not. In
last year’s report, 10% of professors justified their academic ranks.
Out of the 9 professors who have justified
academic ranks, there are five associate
professors and four assistant professors.
Justify
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Full
professor

0

Associate
professor

5

Assistant
professor

4

Out of the 30 professors with unjustified
academic ranks, there are seven full professors, 16 associate professors, and seven assistant professors.
While there are no full professors that justify their ranks, there are 7 full professors
that do not justify their academic ranks.

Do not justify

TOTAL

Full
professor

7

100.00%

Full
professor

7

29%

Associate
professor

16

71%

Associate
professor

21

36%

Assistant
professor

7

64%

Assistant
professor

11
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Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
29 professors with academic ranks:
12 full professors
9 associate professors
8 assistant professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 29 professors with academic ranks,
11 (38%) of them have justified academic
ranks, while 18 (62%) of them do not. In
last year’s report, 28% of professors justified their academic ranks.
Out of the 11 professors who have justified
academic ranks, there are three full profesJustify

sors, five associate professors and three
assistant professors.
Out of the 18 professors with unjustified
academic ranks, there are nine full professors, four associate professors, and five
assistant professors.

Do not justify

TOTAL

Full
professor

3

25%

Full
professor

9

75%

Full
professor

12

Associate
professor

5

55%

Associate
professor

4

45%

Associate
professor

9

Assistant
professor

3

37%

Assistant
professor

5

63%

Assistant
professor

8

100%
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Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture
23 professors with academic ranks:
4 full professors
7 associate professors
12 assistant professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 23 professors with academic ranks,
7 (30%) of them have justified academic
ranks, while 16 (70%) of them do not. In
last year’s report, 18% of professors justified their academic ranks.
Out of the 7 professors who have justified
Justify
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academic ranks, there is one full professor
and six assistant professors.
Out of the 16 professors with unjustified
academic ranks, there are three full professors, seven associate professors, and six
assistant professors.

Do not justify

TOTAL

Full
professor

1

25.00%

Full
professor

3

75%

Full
professor

4

Associate
professor

0

0.00%

Associate
professor

7

100%

Associate
professor

7

Assistant
professor

6

50%

Assistant
professor

6

50%

Assistant
professor

12
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Faculty of Mathematical and Natural
Sciences
65 professors with academic ranks:
22 full professors
19 associate professors
24 assistant professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 65 professors with academic ranks,
44 (68%) of them have justified academic
ranks, while 21 (32%) of them do not. In
last year’s report, 39% of professors justified their academic ranks.
Out of the 44 professors who have justified
academic ranks, there are 12 full profesJustify

sors, ten associate professors and 22 assistant professors.
Out of the 21 professors with unjustified
academic ranks, there are ten full professors, nine associate professors, and two
assistant professors.

Do not justify

TOTAL

Full
professor

12

55.00%

Full
professor

10

45.00%

Full
professor

22

Associate
professor

10

53.00%

Associate
professor

9

47.00%

Associate
professor

19

Assistant
professor

22

92.00%

Assistant
professor

2

8.00%

Assistant
professor

24

100%
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Faculty of Law
42 professors with academic ranks:
14 full professors
14 associate professors
13 assistant professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 40 professors with academic ranks,
15 (36%) of them have justified academic
ranks, while 27 (64%) of them do not. In
last year’s report, 23% of professors justified their academic ranks.
Out of the 15 professors who have justified
academic ranks, there are two full profesJustify
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sors, eight associate professors and five
assistant professors.
Out of the 27 professors with unjustified
academic ranks, there are 13 full professors, six associate professors, and eight
assistant professors.

Do not justify

TOTAL

Full
professor

2

13%

Full
professor

13

87%

Full
professor

15

Associate
professor

8

57%

Associate
professor

6

43%

Associate
professor

14

Assistant
professor

5

38%

Assistant
professor

8

62%

Assistant
professor

13
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Faculty of Medicine
87 professors with academic ranks:
29 full professors
30 associate professors
28 assistant professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 87 professors with academic ranks,
33 (38%) of them have justified academic
ranks, while 54 (62%) of them do not. In
last year’s report, 34% of professors justified their academic ranks.
Out of the 33 professors who have justified
academic ranks, there are seven full proJustify

fessors, nine associate professors and 17
assistant professors.
Out of the 54 professors with unjustified academic ranks, there are 22 full professors,
21 associate professors, and 11 assistant
professors.

Do not justify

TOTAL

Full
professor

7

24%

Full
professor

22

76%

Full
professor

29

100%

Associate
professor

9

30%

Associate
professor

21

70%

Associate
professor

30

100%

Assistant
professor

17

62%

Assistant
professor

11

38%

Assistant
professor

28

100%
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Faculty of Philosophy
32 professors with academic ranks:
7 full professors
11 associate professors
14 assistant professors

Justifying academic ranks
Out of 32 professors with academic ranks,
12 (37%) of them have justified academic
ranks, while 20 (63%) of them do not. In
last year’s report, 25% of professors justified their academic ranks.
Out of the 12 professors who have justified
Justify
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academic ranks, there are two associate
professors and ten assistant professors.
Out of the 20 professors with unjustified
academic ranks, there are seven full professors, nine associate professors, and
four assistant professors.

Do not justify

TOTAL

Full professor

0

0

Full professor

7

100%

Full professor

7

Associate
professor

2

18.18%

Associate
professor

9

81.82%

Associate
professor

11

Assistant
professor

10

71.42%

Assistant
professor

4

28.58%

Assistant
professor

14
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INTRODUCTION
Considering the fact that 72% of current professors in the University of Prishtina
do not justify their academic ranks, ORCA has continued analysing the bulletins37
of applications of professors for election, re-election, or promotions in academic
ranks in UP, to prevent professors who do not fulfil the criteria from becoming part
of the university.
Apart from analysing the applications, ORCA also monitors the Senate meetings
when they vote on the candidates, and reacting for every unmerited promotion.
This analysis wraps up the ORCA’s research on the call 1-173 published on
27.04.2018 for electing academic staff in the University of Prishtina.
During this process ORCA has noted a noticeable improvement on professors
fulfilling the criteria of scientific publishing. This is a result of defining precisely the
criteria through Administrative Instruction 01/2018 and 07/2018, and Regulation
no.465 on the Electing Procedures related to Election, Re-election, and Promotion
of Academic Staff in the University of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina”.
Out of 199 candidates reviewed by ORCA, 153 fulfil the criteria to be elected,
re-elected or promoted as academic staff (77% of all candidates). In 2017, in the
last call for applications, this percentage was 45% which shows a noticeable improvement in fulfilment of existing criteria.
ORCA considers that the current procedures of election, re-election, and promotion of staff, leaves a lot of room for interpretation, nepotism, clientelism, corruption; and that a way to make the process more transparent and based on merit
would be to establish a central authority with international members that verifies,
unifies and awards academic ranks.

37 The concept “bulletins” in this context refers to the reports prepared by the evaluating committees for each candidate,
that include basic information on the candidate, education information, teaching experience, scientific papers, books,
monographies etc. and the recommendation of the evaluating committee. The University of Prishtina refers to these
reports as “bulletins” in Albanian, despite the fact that bulletin in both Albanian and English do not necessarily have
the meaning of the definition explained above. To remain loyal to the concepts invented by UP, ORCA will refer to the
reports as “bulletins” in both Albanian and English.
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METHODOLOGY
ORCA has analysed the publications in
international scientific journals of the candidates that were recommended positively
by the respective evaluating committees.
These publications are established as a
criteria by the Law on Higher Education in
Kosovo and the UP Statute to be elected
in one of the academic ranks: assistant
professor, associate professor and full professor. This criteria ensures continuous
scientific activity, which is key to learning
new scientific methods and results, upon
which you guarantee qualitative teaching
and sustainable scientific contributions.

Legal basis
ORCA has based its analysis of the scientific journals where the candidates in the
University of Prishtina have published, on
the following legislation:
1. 1. Law on Higher Education in the Republic of Kosovo37
2. 2. Statute of the University of Prishtina,
articles 175, 176 and 17738
3. 3. Administrative Instruction 01/2018 the
recognition principles of platforms and
international magazines with reviews39
4. 4. Administrative Instruction for supplement and precision - Annex - I - (MEST)
7/2018 of AI No: 01/2018 the recognition
principles of platforms and international
magazines with reviews40
5. 5. Regulation no.465 on the Electing Procedures related to Election, Re-election, and
Promotion of Academic Staff in the University of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina”41

37 Law No.04/L-037 on Higher Education in the Republic of Kosovo, September 9, 2011, link: https://gzk.rksgov.net/ActDetail.aspx?ActID=2761
38 Statute of the University of Prishtina, 2012, link: http://
fiek.uni-pr.edu/Files/Dokumente/Relevante/Statutiversioniifundit.aspx
39 Administrative Instruction 01/2018 The recognition
principles of platforms and international magazines
with reviews, January 19, 2018, link: http://masht.
rks-gov.net/uploads/2018/01/ua-nr-01-2018-parimete-njohjes-se-platoformave-dhe-revistave-nderkombetare-me-recension.pdf
40 Administrative Instruction for supplement and precision - Annex - I - (MEST) 7/2018 of AI No: 01/2018 the
recognition principles of platforms and international
magazines with reviews, May 23, 2018, link: http://
masht.rks-gov.net/uploads/2018/05/ua-7-2018-perplotesimin-dhe-precizimin-e-ua-parimet-e-njohjesper-revistat-nderkombetare_1.pdf
41 Regulation no.465 on the Electing Procedures related
to Election, Re-election, and Promotion of Academic
Staff in the University of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina”,
March 2, 2018: https://www.uni-pr.edu/desk/inc/media/C15E46D5-5159-4E97-B8CB-D69734E39CA4.
pdf
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For the academic rank of assistant professor, the candidate must have at least one
scientific paper in international peer reviewed scientific journal, relevant according to UP Statute, as first or corresponding
author. Thus according to the current legislation, the coefficient of scientific publishing must be 1.
For the academic rank of associate professor, the candidate must have at least three
scientific paper in international peer reviewed scientific journal, relevant according to UP Statute, as first or corresponding
author. Thus according to the current legislation, the coefficient of scientific publishing must be 3.
For the academic rank of full professor, the
candidate must have at least five scientific
paper in international peer reviewed scientific journal, relevant according to UP Statute, as first or corresponding author. Thus
according to the current legislation, the coefficient of scientific publishing must be 5.

Research object
ORCA has reviewed all the scientific papers of all the candidates that were recommended positively for election, re-election,
or promotion by the evaluating committees.
All the reviewed candidates were taken
from the bulletins published on the official
website of the University of Prishtina – uni.
pr.edu42, during the period 24.05.2018 17.07.2018. These bulletins include official
data of the applications of each candidate,
according to the requested form by the
Senate of UP, and offer written proof of the
evaluations of the evaluating committees
for each candidate.
Scientific publications are listed in point A
“Publications in international scientific journals based on articles 175, 176 and 177 of
UP statute, in accordance with regulation
no. 465”, table II.1 “number of publications
as first or corresponding author”, by the respective evaluating committees.

Because of the specific nature of their work,
ORCA did not analyse the artistic work that
is the criteria equivalent to scientific papers
for the Faculty of Arts. Thus, Faculty of Arts
candidates were not analysed by ORCA.

Analysis of journals
Based on AI1/2018, AI7/2018 and Regulation 465 of UP, ORCA has given each
publication listed in table II.1. a coefficient.
These coefficients were given based on
the databases where the journals are indexed, giving them a coefficient of 1, 0.85
or 0.70; or based on the journals listed in
the aforementioned legislation that have a
coefficient of 0.55.
ORCA has given a coefficient of 0 to papers published in conference proceedings,
reports, projects, books or book chapters,
which are not in international scientific
journals, or papers that are in the process
of being published, or papers for which the
authors have received any type of confirmation by the journal, but haven’t been
published.
Publications in scientific journals of neighbouring countries, according to AI 7/2018
must be indexed in at least one of the academic indexing databases Scopus or Web
of Science to receive a coefficient. According to AI 7/2018, journals that cover Albanology that are local or from Albania have a
coefficient only if they have an international
editing board.
According to AI 1/2018, papers published
in journals that are listed in dubious journals list or if these journals have a publisher listed in dubious publishers list, have a
coefficient of 0; unless these journals were
indexed in one of the academic indexing
databases Scopus or Web of Science at
the time the paper was published. Professor Jeffrey Beall’s lists are used to determine if the journals or publishers are dubious according to Regulation 465 of UP.

42 UP bulletins, link: https://www.uni-pr.edu/page.aspx?id=1,54
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GENERAL RESULTS
Out of the 26 bulletins published by the
University of Prishtina, ORCA has analysed 23 of them (excluding the bulletins of
the Faculty of Arts). In these 23 bulletins,
200 candidates were recommended positively by evaluating committees.
Out of 200 candidates, 53 applied for the
academic rank of full professor, 63 applied
for associate professor, and 83 applied for
assistant professor. One candidate from

the Faculty of Education applied for art
classes, and based on our methodology is
excluded from the analysis.
Out of 199 candidates reviewed by ORCA,
153 fulfil the criteria to be elected, re-elected or promoted as academic staff (77%
of all candidates). In 2017, in the last call
for applications, this percentage was 45%
which shows a noticeable improvement in
fulfilment of existing criteria.

General results
Academic rank

Number of
candidates

Positive according
to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

53

33

20

Associate professor

63

47

16

Assistant professor

83

73

10

Total

199

153

46

Table 1. General research results based on academic ranks and ORCA’s evaluations
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UP professors
Faculty

Fulfil
criteria

Do not fulfil
criteria

Total

Faculty of Philosophy

7

5

12

Faculty of Mathematical and Natural Sciences

21

6

27

Faculty of Philology

9

7

16

Faculty of Law

7

2

9

Faculty of Economy

8

2

10

Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture

12

5

17

Faculty of Electrical and Computer
Engineering

8

1

9

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering

11

0

11

Faculty of Medicine

53

9

62

Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary

12

4

16

Faculty of Physical Education and Sports

1

3

4

Faculty of Education

4

2

6

Total

153

46

199

Table 2. General results based on faculties and ORCA’s evaluation
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Papers listed by professors
Faculty

Papers that
have
a coefficient

Papers that
do not have a
coefficient

Total

Faculty of Philosophy

18

44

62

Faculty of Mathematical
and Natural Sciences

158

77

235

Faculty of Philology

46

48

94

Faculty of Law

47

24

71

Faculty of Economy

42

15

57

Faculty of Civil Engineering
and Architecture

34

10

44

Faculty of Electrical and Computer
Engineering

27

10

37

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering

118

7

125

Faculty of Medicine

207

73

280

Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary

50

33

83

Faculty of Physical Educatio
and Sports

3

14

17

Faculty of Education

9

14

23

Total

759

369

1128

Table 3. Number of scientific papers and papers that are not valid for this process, based on faculties
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CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
A remaining problem is that candidates
continue to apply despite not fulfilling the
criteria, and after ORCA’s critique from the
last report and other civil society organizations’ concerns.
A large number of violations were noticed
in the evaluating committees’ reports for the
recommended candidates. Scientific activities were listed wrongly most of the time.
For example, in the cases when the paper
was a contribution to a book it was listed
as a scientific paper in a scientific journal,
or participations in conferences were also
listed as scientific papers in scientific journals. Evaluating committees also accepted
papers that have not been published yet as
scientific activity, despite the fact that regulation 465, article 6, says that the papers
have to be published at the time of the application.
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Another concern is when the members of
the evaluating committees have evaluated
papers where they were authors themselves.
The existing form of evaluating committees
is unacceptable, and leaves room for conflict of interest, nepotism and clientelism. A
way to avoid this would be to have international participation in these evaluating
committees.
Another way would be to have a central authority with international members that verifies, unifies and awards academic ranks.
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Faculty of Philosophy
In the Faculty of Philosophy, in bulletin 3,
published on May 30, 2018, 12 candidates
were recommended positively by the evaluating committees. Out of these 12 candidates, two applied for the academic rank of
full professor, two for associate professor

and eight for assistant professor.
Out of the 12 candidates recommended
positively by the evaluating committees,
ORCA has evaluated positively seven of
them.

Faculty of Philosophy
Proposed academic
rank

Number of
candidates

Positive according
to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

2

1

1

Associate professor

2

0

2

Assistant professor

8

6

2

Total

12

7

5

Some of the candidates of this Faculty
have applied for classes that aren’t in the
field of Albanology, but all of their papers
are of this field, or are published in Albanology journals. These papers were not accepted for any candidate who doesn’t have

classes of Albanology.
Also, it’s worth mentioning that out of the
12 candidates recommended positively by
the evaluating committees, only three are
women.
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Faculty of Mathematical and Natural
Sciences
In the Faculty of Mathematical and Natural
Sciences, in bulletins 4 and 5, published on
June 4, 2018, 27 candidates were recommended positively by the evaluating committees. Out of these 27 candidates, ten
applied for the academic rank of full professor, 11 for associate professor and six
for assistant professor.
There are two professors who applied for

the same position; one of the professors
was recommended by two members of the
evaluating committee, and the other professor was recommended by one member
of the evaluating committee.
Out of the 27 candidates recommended
positively by the evaluating committees,
ORCA has evaluated positively 21 of them.

Faculty of Mathematical and Natural Sciences
Proposed academic
rank

Number of
candidates

Positive according
to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

10

7

3

Associate professor

11

10

1

Assistant professor

6

4

2

Total

27

21

6

11 candidates recommended positively by
the evaluating committees have published
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at least once in dubious journals.
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Faculty of Philology
In the Faculty of Philology, in bulletin 7,
published on June 5, 2018 and bulletin 15,
published on June 8, 2018, 16 candidates
were recommended positively by the evaluating committees. Out of these 16 candidates, four applied for the academic rank

of full professor, six for associate professor
and six for assistant professor.
Out of the 16 candidates recommended
positively by the evaluating committees,
ORCA has evaluated positively nine of
them.

Faculty of Philology

Proposed academic rank

Number of
candidates

Positive according
to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

4

2

2

Associate
professor

6

3

3

Assistant
professor

6

4

2

Total

16

9

7

Some of the candidates of this Faculty
have applied for classes that aren’t in the
field of Albanology, but all of their papers
are of this field, or are published in Albanology journals. These papers were not accepted for any candidate who doesn’t have
classes of Albanology.

Also, journals “Studime – ASHAK”, “Studime Albanologjike”, “Gjurmime Albanologjike”, “Studime Filologjike”, and “Symbol”, are
local or regional journals that are not indexed in Scopus or Web of Science. ORCA
has not been able to verify that these journals have an international editing board, as
required by UA1/2018 for Albanology journals.
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Faculty of Law
In the Faculty of Law, in bulletin 20, published on June 14, 2018; bulletin 21, published on June 20, 2018; and bulletin 26
published on July 17, 2018, nine candidates
were recommended positively by the evaluating committees. Out of these nine candidates, six applied for the academic rank

of full professor, two for associate professor and one for assistant professor.
Out of the nine candidates recommended
positively by the evaluating committees,
ORCA has evaluated positively seven of
them.

Faculty of Law
Proposed academic
rank

Number of
candidates

Positive according
to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

6

5

1

Associate professor

2

1

1

Assistant professor

1

1

0

Total

9

7

2

Seven out of nine professors have published at least once in the journals of Acta
Universitatis Danubius, some publishing
up to ten times in those journals.
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One professor proposed for the academic rank of full professor has published 16
times in dubious journals.
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Faculty of Economy
In the Faculty of Economy, bulletin 2, published on June 28, 2018, 10 candidates
were recommended positively by the evaluating committees. Out of these 10 candidates, four applied for the academic rank
of full professor and six for associate pro-

fessor.
Out of the 10 candidates recommended
positively by the evaluating committees,
ORCA has evaluated positively eight of
them, spread in all academic ranks.

Faculty of Economy
Proposed academic
rank

Number of
candidates

Positive according
to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

4

2

2

Associate professor

6

6

0

Assistant professor

0

0

0

Total

10

8

2

Three out of ten professors have published
at least once in the journals of Acta Universitatis Danubius, some even publishing up
to ten times in those journals.

Three professors have published in dubious journals.
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Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture
In the Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture, in bulletin 8, published on June
6, 2018, and bulletin 25, published on July
6, 2018, 17 candidates were recommended positively by the evaluating committees.
Out of these 17 candidates, one applied for
the academic rank of full professor, seven

for associate professor, and nine for assistant professor.
Out of the 17 candidates recommended
positively by the evaluating committees,
ORCA has evaluated positively 12 of them,
spread in all academic ranks.

Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture
Proposed academic
rank

Number of
candidates

Positive according
to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

1

0

1

Associate professor

7

4

3

Assistant professor

9

8

1

Total

17

12

5

Five out of nine professors who applied for
the academic rank of assistant professor
are older than 50, which according to laws
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and regulations in power are not allowed
to be elected as academic staff for the first
time if they are older than 50.
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Faculty of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
In the Faculty of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, in bulletin 9, published on
June 6, 2018, nine candidates were recommended positively by the evaluating committees. Out of these nine candidates, one
applied for the academic rank of full profes-

sor, four for associate professor, and four
for assistant professor.
Out of the nine candidates recommended
positively by the evaluating committees,
ORCA has evaluated positively eight of
them, spread in all academic ranks.

Faculty of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Proposed academic
rank

Number of candidates

Positive according
to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

1

1

0

Associate professor

4

3

1

Assistant professor

4

4

0

Total

9

8

1

Three of the professors have published in
two dubious journals, explained by ORCA
in the following chapter on the Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering.

Two of the professors who applied for the
academic rank of assistant professor are
older than 50, which according to laws and
regulations in power are not allowed to be
elected as academic staff for the first time
if they are older than 50.
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Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
In the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
(FIM), in bulletin 1, published on May 24,
2018, 11 candidates were recommended
positively by the evaluating committees.
Out of these 11 candidates, eight applied
for the academic rank of full professor, two

for associate professors, and one for assistant professor.
Out of the 11 candidates recommended
positively by the evaluating committees,
ORCA has evaluated positively 11 of them,
spread in all academic ranks.

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
Proposed academic
rank

Number of candidates

Positive according
to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

8

8

0

Associate professor

2

2

0

Assistant professor

1

1

0

Total

11

11

0

Out of the 11 candidates, ten have published five to 19 articles in scientific journals in the years 2017-2018; on average
five papers per year per person.

- Scientific Technical Union of Mechanical
Engineering – a publisher from Bulgaria
that enabled seven of the candidates to
publish 22 papers.

These papers were mainly published in:

Even though these journals fulfil the formal
criteria, the way they publish in such short
periods and with high frequency raises
concerns about the quality of the journals.
Scientific journals require a longer time to
publish papers, because papers go under
peer-review processes.

- International Journal of Mechanical Engineering and Technology, where ten
candidates have published 40 times in
2017-2018 as first or corresponding authors. This journal is indexed in Scopus,
but its publisher, IAEME, is in Beall’s
List of Predatory Publishers. This journal publishes an issue monthly with over
150 papers per month. Some of the papers that ORCA has seen, including the
papers of the professors of the Faculty
of Mechanical Engineering, have grammatical and spelling mistakes, and have
the same content in two papers. These
two practices are unacceptable for professional scientific journals.

It’s important that the University of Prishtina establishes institutional practices for
high academic integrity, especially during
the process of electing professors, which
should be based on merit. ORCA considers that this type of rapid publishing damages the University of Prishtina, and also
sends the wrong message to students, that
to achieve success in academia you don’t
need serious scientific commitment.

- Annals of Faculty Engineering Hunedoara – International Journal of Engineering; five of the candidates have published 12 papers in this journal
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Faculty of Medicine
In the Faculty of Medicine, bulletin 16,
published on June 12, 2018; bulletin 17,
published on June 12, 2018; bulletin 18,
published on June 13, 2018; bulletin 21,
published on June 20, 2018; bulletin 22,
published on June 22, 2018; bulletin 23,
published on June 29, 2018; bulletin 24,
published on July 6, 2018; bulletin 25, published on July 6, 2018; and bulletin 26, published on July 17, 2018, 62 candidates were
recommended positively by the evaluating
committees.
Out of these 62 candidates, nine applied
for the academic rank of full professor, 17
for associate professors, and 36 for assistant professor.
There are two professors who applied for

the associate professor academic rank in
the same position; one of the professors
was recommended by two members of the
evaluating committee, and the other professor was recommended by one member
of the evaluating committee.
There are five candidates for three positions as assistant professor who were recommended by different evaluating committee members in all three positions.
For these four positions (seven candidates), it will be decided in the Council of
Faculty of Medicine or in the UP Senate.
Out of the 62 candidates recommended
positively by the evaluating committees,
ORCA has evaluated positively 53 of them,
spread in all academic ranks.

Faculty of Medicine
Proposed academic
rank

Number of candidates

Positive according to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

9

6

3

Associate professor

17

12

5

Assistant professor

36

35

1

Total

62

53

9
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Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary
In the Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary,
in bulletin 14, published on June 8, 2018,
16 candidates were recommended positively by the evaluating committees. Out of
these 16 candidates, four applied for the
academic rank of full professor, five for associate professors, and seven for assistant
professor.
Two candidates were proposed for the

same position, giving priority to the female
candidate if she manages to publish a paper before the Senate votes on the position, otherwise the other candidate will be
promoted.
Out of the 16 candidates recommended
positively by the evaluating committees,
ORCA has evaluated positively eleven of
them, spread in all academic ranks.

Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary
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Proposed academic
rank

Number of
candidates

Positive according
to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

4

1

3

Associate professor

5

5

0

Assistant professor

7

6

1

Total

16

12

4
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Faculty of Physical Education and Sports
In the Faculty of Physical Education and
Sports, in bulletin 19, published on June 14,
2018, four candidates were recommended
positively by the evaluating committees.
Out of these four candidates, three applied
for the academic rank of full professor and
one for assistant professor.

Two of the candidates for full professor
were recommended for re-election as associate professors.
Out of the four candidates recommended
positively by the evaluating committees,
ORCA has evaluated positively only one of
them.

Faculty of Physical Education and Sports
Proposed academic
rank

Number of
candidate

Positive according
to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

3

0

3

Associate professor

0

0

0

Assistant professor

1

1

0

Total

4

1

3
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Faculty of Education
In the Faculty of Education, in bulletin 13
published on June 8, 2018, seven candidates were recommended positively by the
evaluating committees. Out of these seven
candidates, one applied for the academic
rank of full professor, two for associate professor and four for assistant professor.

One of the candidates applied for art classes, and thus according to ORCA’s methodology was not evaluated.
Out of the six remaining candidates recommended positively by the evaluating committees, ORCA has evaluated positively
four of them.

Faculty of Education
Proposed academic
rank

Number of
candidates

Positive according
to ORCA

Negative according
to ORCA

Full professor

1

0

1

Associate professor

1

1

0

Assistant professor

4

3

1

Total

6

4

2

One of the candidates has published only
in local and regional Albanology journals
that do not have an international editing
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board, and thus are not recognized according to UA1/2018.
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DEFINITIONS
academic rank – a title given by the university
for academic positions. In the University of Prishtina there are 4 academic ranks: assistant,
assistant professor, associate professor and full
professor.
academic degree – degree given at the completion of studies by a person. In this analysis
the academic degrees could be: bachelor of
science, master of science, and PhD.
Hired with a regular contract (table) – persons
hired with a regular contract in the analysed faculty with the academic rank of assistant or lecturer given according to the definition 5, point 2.
adjunct (table) – person hired with a contract as
adjuncts outside of UP, or from other faculties
within UP.
lecturer - Lecturer with a regular contract in the
table presents persons with the academic rank
of Lecturer, which was given previously in the
University of Prishtina (this academic rank is
not given anymore).
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INTRODUCTION
Teaching by incompetent people presents a huge problem in quality of
teaching in higher education institutions, which bear the burden of superior
education in Kosovo.
As a result of lack of data of this phenomenon in the University of Prishtina
(UP), the Organisation for Improving the Quality of Education (ORCA), has
compiled this analysis.
ORCA aims to present the number of classes taught by staff without an academic rank and without an adequate academic degree.
With the data generated from this analysis, ORCA will support her pressure
towards all decision-making institutions to change the situation and improve
the quality in the University of Prishtina.
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General data
177 persons teach 544
classes exercising professorial competences without
going through the foreseen
statutory procedures for a
professor rank. According
to the statute, persons who
don’t have a professorial
rank (assistant professor,
associate professor, full
professor) cannot exercise
professorial competences,
except in special cases for
teaching.
328 classes are taught by
103 persons with the academic rank of assistant.
According to UP Statute,
assistants cannot teach,
but they can organize the
exercises and offer assistance to fulfil the plans for
certain classes.
Out of all the persons without a professioral rank
hired for teaching, 76 have
the academic degree of
master and teach 212
classes.
Out of all the adjunct lecturers, 63 don’t have the
academic rank of professor and teach 166 classes.
11 of the adjunct lecturers
have the academic degree
of master and teach 30
classes.
18 persons with the academic degree of master
teach 34 master classes,

in violation of the Statute.
This is the most concerning number of incompetent academic inclusion of
staff, which is forbidden by
the University of Prishtina
Statute.
Together with 481 professors43, 177 lecturers without a rank present the total
of those who teach in UP.
The latter do not fulfil the
Statute criteria and did not
go through statutory procedures for being elected in
the position to exercise the
competence of teaching.
According to the UP Statute, teaching in the university is not foreseen for assistants or other persons
hired for any other function.
Teaching by these persons
is not only in violation of
the Statute but it also seriously damages the quality
of teaching in the university.
This data also shows that
UP improvises in managing human resources,
shows lack of adequate
planning to renew academic staff, and for other
forms of abuse of public
funds through favouring
certain persons for certain
academic positions.
The practice of a person with a master degree

teaching in bachelor classes, and even worse in master classes, seriously damages the quality of studies
in all levels. The quality
of studies is further worsened when we add the
large number of adjunct
lecturers, who did not go
through the strict statutory
criteria for hiring, and who
teach, hold exams and office hours at the same rate
as a professor.
Because of the poor and
inadequate
compensation, these adjunct lecturers, even when they have
the necessary acacemic
preparation, have difficulty paying the necessary
attention to their job in the
university. UP also hires
adjunct lecturers with the
academic degree of master to teach.
Another concern is hiring
foreign languages lecturers to teach in the Faculty
of Philology. This practice
is in violation of Article
179, paragraph 2, of the
UP Statute, where it is determined that foreign languages lecturers cannot
teach classes in their primary faculty. A foreign languages lecturer is a person that teaches foreign
languages based on the
needs of other faculties.

43 The Academic Integrity of Professors of the University of Prishtina, December 2017, link: http://orca-ks.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/12/The-Academic-Integrity-of-Professors-of-the-University-of-Prishtina.pdf
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They cannot teach in their
primary faculty, the Faculty of Philology, because
teaching of classes in this
faculty requires prepared
lecturers that have gone
through review according
to the statutory criteria for
the rank of professor.

Besides non-regular academic staf, UP faculties
also hire regular assistants
for teaching in violation of
the UP Statute. The University of Prishtina continues to overburden the
academic staf with extra
classes and overlapping

positions (for example, a
regular assistant of a class
is also hired as an adjunct
lecturer in another class,
etc.), which seriously undermines their ability to
teach and effectively evaluate.

Numer of classes taught (number of persons)
Hired with a regular contract (114)
Adjunct (63)
Position
Academic
degree

Lecturer (11)

Assistant (103)

PhD
(44)

Master
(11)

Academic
degree is
unknown
(8)

Total
per
level
of
study

8 (2)

59
(27)

15 (6)

7 (5)

266

21
(12)

7 (3)

35
(20)

7 (3)

0 (0)

108

28
(9)

72
(25)

2 (1)

23
(14)

8 (4)

12 (4)

170

156

155

17

117

30

19

544

PhD
(41)

Master
(59)

Academic
degree is
unknown
(3)

3 (1)

101
(36)

62
(31)

5 (2)

6 (3)

27
(14)

Level of
studies is
unknown

7 (2)

18 (4)

Total per
academic
degree

23

27

PhD
(5)

Master
(6)

BA

11 (4)

MA

Level of
studies

Table 1. General data. The number within the parenthesis represents the number of people involved in
teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the number of classes taught.
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Faculty of Education
18 persons without the academic rank of a professor teach 81 classes.
Out of these, 12 have the academic degree of master and teach 44 classes.
Out of all the adjunct lecturers, 4 do not have the academic rank of a professor, and teach
15 classes.
59 classes are taught by 14 persons with the academic rank of an assistant.
6 persons with the academic degree of master teach 14 master classes, in violation of the
UP Statute.
Number of classes taught (number of persons)
Hired with a regular contract
Position

Adjunct (4)

Lecturer
(1)

Assistant (14)

Master
(1)

PhD (2)

Master
(11)

The
academic
degree is
unknown
(1)

BA

3 (1)

2 (1)

6(4)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

11

MA

4 (1)

8(2)

10(5)

5(1)

3(1)

0(0)

30

The level of
studies is
unknown

0(0)

5(2)

21(8)

2(1)

0(0)

12(3)

40

Total per
academic
degree

7

15

37

7

3

12

81 (18)

Academic
degree
Level of
studies

PhD (1)

The
academic
degree is
unknown
(3)

Total per
level of
study

Table 2. Faculty of Education. The number within the parenthesis represents the number of people
involved in teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the number of classes taught.
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Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary
10 persons without the academic rank of a professor teach 22 classes.
Out of these, 2 have the academic degree of master and teach 2 classes.
Out of all the adjunct lecturers, 5 do not have the academic rank of a professor, and teach
8 classes. 2 of the adjunct lecturers have the academic degree of master and teach 2
classes.
14 classes are taught by 11 persons with the academic rank of an assistant.
2 persons with the academic degree of master teach 2 master classes, in violation of the
UP Statute.
Number of classes taught
(number of persons)
Hired with a regular
contract (5)
Adjunct (5)

Lecturer
(1)

Assistant
(4)

PhD (1)

Phd (4)

PhD (3)

Master
(2)

BA

0(0)

4(2)

2(2)

0(0)

6

MA

2(1)

1(1)

3(2)

2(2)

8

Level of studies is
unknown

3(1)

4(2)

1(1)

0(0)

8

Total per academic
degree

5

9

6

2

22 (10)

Position
Academic Degree
Level of studies

Total per
level of
study

Table 3. Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary. The number within the parenthesis represents the
number of people involved in teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the number of
classes taught.
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Faculty of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
19 persons without the academic rank of a professor teach 43 classes.
Out of these, 4 have the academic degree of master and teach 4 classes.
Out of all the adjunct lecturers, 14 do not have the academic rank of a professor, and teach
30 classes.
4 classes are taught by 4 persons with the academic rank of an assistant.
Number of classes taught (number of persons)
Hired with a regular
contract (5)
Lecturer
(1)

Hired

Adjunct (14)

Assistant
(4)

Total per
level of
study

PhD (1)

Master (4)

PhD (13)

The
academic
degree is
unknown (1)

BA

6(1)

4(4)

20(12)

1(1)

31

MA

3(1)

0(0)

9(5)

0(0)

12

Total per
academic degree

9

4

29

1

43 (19)

Academic degree
Level of studies

Table 4. Faculty of Electrical and Computer Engineering. The number within the parenthesis represents the number of people involved in teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the
number of classes taught.
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Faculty of Philosophy
16 persons without the academic rank of a professor teach 77 classes.
Out of these, 6 have the academic degree of master and teach 25 classes.
Out of all the adjunct lecturers, 6 do not have the academic rank of a professor, and teach
24 classes. One of the adjunct lecturers has the academic degree of master and teaches
4 classes.
53 classes are taught by 11 persons with the academic rank of an assistant.
Number of classes taught (number of persons)
Hired with a regular
contract (10)
Hired

Adjunct (6)

Assistant (10)

PhD (5)

Master (5)

PhD (5)

Master (1)

Total per
level of
study

BA

26(5)

21(5)

20(5)

4(1)

71

MA

6(3)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

6

Total per academic
degree

32

21

20

4

77 (16)

Academic degree
Level of studies

Table 5. Faculty of Philosophy. The number within the parenthesis represents the number of people
involved in teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the number of classes taught.
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Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
4 persons without the academic rank of a professor teach 8 classes.
Out of these, one has the academic degree of master and teaches one class.
Out of all the adjunct lecturers, 2 do not have the academic rank of a professor, and teach
4 classes.
One class is taught by one person with the academic rank of an assistant.
Number of classes taught
(number of persons)
Hired with a regular
contract (2)
Position

Lecturer (1)

Assistant
(1)

Adjunct (2)

Academic degree

Total per
level of
study

PhD (1)

Master (1)

PhD (2)

BA

3(1)

1(1)

2(1)

6

MA

0(0)

0(0)

2(2)

2

Total per academic degree

3

1

4

8 (4)

Level of studies

Table 6. Faculty of Mechanical Engineering. The number within the parenthesis represents the number of people involved in teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the number of
classes taught.
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Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture
14 persons without the academic rank of a professor teach 63 classes.
Out of these, 8 have the academic degree of master and teach 28 classes.
Out of all the adjunct lecturers, 3 do not have the academic rank of a professor, and teach
21 classes. One of the adjunct lecturers has the academic degree of master and teaches
11 classes.
29 classes are taught by 8 persons with the academic rank of an assistant.
1 person with the academic degree of master teaches 5 master classes, in violation of the
UP Statute.
Number of classes taught (number of persons)
Hired with a regular contract (11)
Adjunct (3)
Position
Academic
degree

Lecturer (3)

Assistant (8)

PhD (2)

Master
(1)

Total
per
level of
study

2(1)

2(1)

5(1)

23

7(3)

0(0)

5(1)

5(1)

17

8(2)

0(0)

7(5)

3(2)

1(1)

23

8

20

9

10

11

63 (14)

PhD (3)

Master
(5)

0 (0)

13(3)

0(0)

0(0)

The level of
studies is
unknown

4(1)

Total per
academic
degree

5

PhD (1)

Master
(2)

BA

1 (1)

MA

Level of
studies

Table 7. The Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture. The number within the parenthesis represents the number of people involved in teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the
number of classes taught.
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Faculty of Medicine
24 persons without the academic rank of a professor teach 54 classes.
Out of these, 6 have an unknown academic degree and teach 16 classes.
Out of all the adjunct lecturers, 4 do not have the academic rank of a professor, and teach
6 classes.
47 classes are taught by 18 persons with the academic rank of an assistant.
Number of classes taught (number of persons)
Hired with a regular contract (20)
Adjunct (4)
Position

Lecturer (1)

Academic degree

Assistant (19)
Total per
level of
study

PhD (1)

PhD
(17)

The academic
degree is
unknown (2)

The academic
degree is
unknown (4)

BA

1(1)

36(17)

8(2)

6(4)

51

MA

0(0)

1(1)

2(2)

0(0)

3

Total per
academic degree

1

37

10

6

54 (24)

Level of studies

Table 8. Faculty of Medicine. The number within the parenthesis represents the number of people
involved in teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the number of classes taught.
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Faculty of Economy
11 persons without the academic rank of a professor teach 26 classes.
Out of these, 8 have the academic degree of master and teach 16 classes.
Out of all the adjunct lecturers, 5 do not have the academic rank of a professor, and teach
10 classes. Three of the adjunct lecturers have the academic degree of master and teach
5 classes.
16 classes are taught by 6 persons with the academic rank of an assistant.
Number of classes taught (number of persons)
Hired with a regular
contract pune (6)
Position

Adjunct (5)

Assistant (6)

PhD (1)

Master (5)

PhD (2)

Master (3)

Total per
level of
study

BA

4(1)

11(5)

5(2)

5(3)

25

MA

1(1)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

1

Total per
academic degree

5

11

5

5

26 (11)

Academic
degree
Level of studies

Table 9. Faculty of Economy. The number within the parenthesis represents the number of people
involved in teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the number of classes taught.
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Faculty of Physical Education and Sports
18 persons without the academic rank of a professor teach 39 classes.
Out of these, 8 have the academic degree of master and teach 15 classes.
Out of all the adjunct lecturers, 10 do not have the academic rank of a professor, and teach
24 classes.
7 persons with the academic degree of master teach 11 master classes, in violation of the
UP Statute.
Number of classes taught (number of persons)
Hired with a regular contract (8)
Adjunct (10)
Position

Lecturer (1)

Assistant (7)

Academic degree

Total per level
of study

Master (1)

Master (7)

PhD (10)

BA

0(0)

4(3)

7(3)

11

MA

1(1)

10(6)

11(8)

22

Level of studies is
unknown

0(0)

0(0)

6(6)

6

Total per academic
degree

1

14

24

39 (18)

Level of studies

Table 10. Faculty of Physical Education and Sports. The number within the parenthesis represents the
number of people involved in teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the number of
classes taught.
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Faculty of Law
The Faculty of Law doesn’t have adjunct lecturers without the academic rank of professor.
8 persons without the academic rank of professor teach 15 classes; all of them are assistants.
Out of these, 7 have the academic degree of master and teach 12 classes.
Number of classes taught
(number of persons)
Hired with a regular contract (8)
Position

Assistant (8)

Academic degree

Total per level of
study

PhD (1)

Master (7)

BA

2(1)

12(7)

14

MA

1(1)

0(0)

1

Total per academic
degree

3

12

15 (8)

Level of studies

Table 11. Faculty of Law. The number within the parenthesis represents the number of people involved
in teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the number of classes taught.
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Faculty of Mathematical and Natural
Sciences
15 persons without the academic rank of a professor teach 64 classes.
Out of these, 8 have the academic degree of master and teach 36 classes.
Out of all the adjunct lecturers, 3 do not have the academic rank of a professor, and teach
4 classes. Two of these adjunct lecturers have the academic degree of master and teach
6 classes.
49 classes are taught by 11 persons with the academic rank of assistant.
2 persons with the academic degree of master teach 2 master classes, in violation of the
UP Statute.
Number of classes taught
(number of persons)
Hired with a regular contract (8)
Position

Assistant (8)

Academic degree

Total per level of
study

PhD (1)

Master (7)

BA

2(1)

12(7)

14

MA

1(1)

0(0)

1

Total per academic
degree

3

12

15 (8)

Level of studies

Table 12. Faculty of Mathematical and Natural Sciences. The number within the parenthesis represents the number of people involved in teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the
number of classes taught.
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Faculty of Philology
24 persons without the academic rank of a professor teach 73 classes.
Out of these, 17 have the academic degree of master and teach 49 classes.
Out of all the adjunct lecturers, 7 do not have the academic rank of a professor, and teach
19 classes. Two of these adjunct lecturers have the academic degree of master and teach
6 classes.
32 classes are taught by 11 persons with the academic rank of assistant.
The Faculty of Philology has hired 5 foreign languages lecturers in violation of Article 179,
paragraph 2, of the Statute of UP.
Number of classes taught (number of persons)
Hired with a regular contract (17)
Adjunct (7)

Lecturer
(1)

Foreign
language
lecturer (5)

Master
(1)

Master (5)

PhD (2)

Master
(9)

PhD (5)

Master
(2)

BA

0(0)

0(0)

1(1)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

1

Level of
studies is
unknown

1(1)

21(5)

10(1)

21(9)

13(5)

6(2)

72

Total per
academic
degree

1

21

11

21

13

6

73 (24)

Position
Academic
degree
Level of
studies

Assistant (11)
Total
per
level of
study

Table 13. Faculty of Philology. The number within the parenthesis represents the number of people
involved in teaching. The number outside the parenthesis represents the number of classes taught.

46 Statuti i Universitetit të Prishtinës; linku: https://www.uni-pr.edu/inc/doc/statuti1.pdf
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METHODOLOGY
Data used in this analysis
This analysis was based on the findings
from the research of the Statements of Academic Staff Hirings of each faculty of the
University of Prishtina, excluding the Faculty of Arts, for the academic year 2017-2018.
The object of research were teachers
based on the aforementioned statements,
who do not have any of the academic
ranks: assistant professor, associate professor or full professor, given by any of
the local or foreign universities. This also
includes adjunct lecturers who do not have
the academic rank of professor.
Because of the equivalence of academic
degrees of master of arts with doctor of science according to UP Statute, ORCA did
not analyse the Faculty of Arts staff.
Foreign language lecturers are not part of
this analysis, except for in the Faculty of
Philology. The foreign language lecturers
according to the Statute are persons that
help organize and teach foreign languages,
and it foresees that this person shouldn’t
have the same faculty where they exercise
their obligations with their primary faculty
(where they have a regular contract).
The Graduated Architecture Engineers
(IDA), in the Faculty of Civil Engineering
and Architecture, for the purpose of this
analysis, are equivalent to the academic
degree of master.

Legal basis, upon which
this analysis is based:
1.

UP Statute44, Article 171, paragraph 1:

"1. In the academic staff of the university will be the people who are
engaged in:
1.1. academic teaching;
1.2. scientific research;
1.3. artistic contributions.”

- Through paragraph 1, we can conclude
that only the academic staff can be
engaged in lecturing, which represents the primary teaching activity.
And paragraph 2:
"2. Academic staff consists of:
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.
2.5.

2.1. Full professors;
2.2. Associate professors;
2.3. Assistant professors;
2.4. University assistants;
2.5. Foreign language lecturers and
Répétiteurs (Faculty of Arts)”

-

Through paragraph 2 we can conclude that the UP faculties cannot
hire other people that are not included in this paragraph to teach.

44 University of Prishtina Statute, link: https://www.uni-pr.edu/inc/doc/statuti1.pdf
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2. UP Statute, article 178, paragraph 3:
“Assistants can hold exercising classes in the study levels of bachelor and master. With
exception, the assistant that has been reelected, in lack of a professor for the class, can be
authorized to lecture limited hours in bachelor studies with the authorization of the council
of the academic unit and under the supervision of a professor from the department..”
And paragraph 1.3:
“The assistant must be registered in their PhD studies when they are reelected”
3. UP Statute, Article 99, paragraph 3:
“The curriculum, the criteria for attendance and other organisational issues are approved
by the councils of the academic units after the proposals of the professor responsible for
the class. The last decision is taken by the Senate.”
- Through this paragraph of article 99, we can conclude that only the
professor can be responsible for the class.
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DEFINITIONS
Rate – the number of hours set by the regulation
for the personal income of academic staff. This
number of hours is set per week and it means
the number of hours the academic staff spend
with students during their work. The academic
staff is paid according to the regular contract for
this number of hours.
Extra rate – the classes held outside the set
rate. For each hour of class over the set rate
amounts set by the regulation on personal income is paid.
Academic staff with a regular work contract
– staff hired for a longer period than a year with
a regular work contract.
Adjunct – person hired with a contract no longer than a year for a specific job.
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INTRODUCTION
After a series of publications related to academic integrity, management of human
resources, ORCA presents an analysis of the use of financial resources designated for the academic staff of the University of Prishtina.
We are used to hearing by the managements of UP about lack of funding being
the cause of lack of academic staff and the reason behind the concerning ratio of
professors per students. 1:46 is the ratio professor-student, while in the region half
of the number of students of UP share one professor.
ORCA has recently published concerning data related to lectures being taught by
persons without professorial ranks, where more than 500 classes are taught by
such persons.
These and other indications pushed us towards the research that we are presenting now, and which analyses the real financial opportunities of the University of
Prishtina to improve the aforementioned data.
How much money does the University spend on extra royalties that in UP are
called “extra rates”? How much money does the University spend on adjunct lecturers who for little pay do the same tasks as the professors with set salaries? If
they managed all the money spent on extra rates and adjunct lecturers differently,
what would be the effect?
This analysis, based on an original research, tries to raise these questions and
to orient the answers, with the purpose of starting a public debate for better and
more efficient management of millions of euros of public funds in the University of
Prishtina.
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METHODOLOGY
Legal basis of rates and
extra rates – Finances
regulation
Hiring academic staff for work beyond the
regular contracts, is regulated with the
Regulation on the personal income of academic staff, Extra pay for Functions, Permanent royalties and commissions in the
University of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina”
no. 2/486 dated 11.09.2017.

Calculating hours
(rates and extra-rates)
according to the hiring
statements
ORCA has looked into the statements of
hiring academic staff and adjunct lecturers for each faculty in 2017/2018. In these
statements the plans for classes per week,
for the winter and summer semester are
presented. In these statements they also
foresee rates and extra rates for each
member of the academic staff. This way we
found the regular weekly hours (rates) and
irregular (extra rates) of all members of the
academic staff.
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The sums per week for extra rates and
adjunct lecturers were multiplied with the
number of weeks per semester and this
way we found the expenses per semester per faculty. These were calculated and
gave the general number of extra rates of
academic staff and the contracting of adjunct lecturers.

Determining the amounts
according to the finances
regulation
The number of hours, in accordance with
the academic positions and the procedures
foreseen in the finances regulation, which
is the basis for paying academic staff, were
translated into amounts (in euro) of the
extra rates, and the contracting of adjunct
lecturers.

Methodological
limitations
The data was analysed in a genuine way
by ORCA. Because of the lack of opportunities to receive detailed and correct information of the number of hours (rates and
extra rates), the calculations in this report
may not be of a high precision, thus there
could be a possibility of a deviation of 4%
in both directions of the data.
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EXTRA RATES AND CONTRACTING OF
ADJUNCT LECTURERS IN UP
After the programs are accredited by the
Kosovo Agency for Accreditation, it’s up to
the higher education institutions to implement the accredited programs. Unable to
continuously monitor the implementation of
the accredited programs and other aspects
of accreditation, the higher education institutions are barely checked in the (lack of )
implementation of programs.
The criteria required for accrediting programs,
related to the qualifications of the academic
staff, is only the need to have 3 PhDs with a
regular work contract that would be formally responsible for the program, while the implementation of the program and organizing classes
foreseen in the program, higher education institutions do in full discretion.
As a result, the University of Prishtina
teaches a large number of classes through
adjunct lecturers and through contracting
existing internal staff outside of the rate set
by the contract and the regulations. To implement the accredited programs, UP has
contracted 177 persons to teach 544 classes, exercising full professorial competences without being professors.45
ORCA’s analysis related to classes being
taught by incompetent persons according
to the UP Statute, that preceded this analysis of expenses, found concerning data:
“328 classes are taught by 103 assistants. According to the UP Statute
assistants cannot teach classes but
can only organize exercises and offer assistance in fulfilling the plans of
certain classes. Out of the total number of persons without a professorial
rank that are contracted for lectures,
76 have only the academic degree of
master and teach 212 classes.”46

To pay extra rates (of the existing staff with regular work contracts) in 2017/2018 for the winter
semester UP spent 1.217.644 euros. While for
the adjunct lecturers UP spent 557.027 euros.
To pay extra rates (of the existing staff with
regular work contracts) in 2017/2018 for
the summer semester UP spent 1.114.416
euros. While for the adjunct lecturers UP
spent 479.240 euros.
During the academic year 2017/2018, UP
spent 2.333.060 euros on extra rates for
existing academic staff. While for the same
academic year, UP spent 1.036.265 euros on adjunct lecturers. In total UP spent
3.368.235 euros on extra rates and adjunct
lecturers in this academic year.
The biggest extra rates in the academic
year 2017/2018 were paid in the Faculty of
Medicine with around 623 thousand euros,
followed by the Department of Musical Arts
(within the Faculty of Arts) with around 293
thousand euros, while the entire Faculty of
Arts spent around 456 thousand euros.
The biggest expenses for adjunct lecturers
during the academic year 2017/2018 were
paid in the Faculty of Medicine with around
244 thousand euros, followed by the Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary with around
101 thousand euros.
The lowest expenses on extra rates within
the academic year 2017/2018 were in the
Faculty of Physical Education and Sports
with around 49 thousand euros. While the
lowest expenses on adjunct lecturers were
in the Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture with around 15 thousand euros.
Detailed data on each faculty can be found
in the two tables below.

45 http://orca-ks.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Analysis-of-teaching-in-UP-by-academic-staff-that-do-not-have-a-professorial-title.pdf
46 Ibid.
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Table 1. The table of extra rates for the academic year 2017/2018 for the staff with a regular work contract. Clarification: The Faculty of Arts was split in three departments, according to the existing split in
the financial statements for the income of academic staff. The sums of these three departments were
taken together throughout the text in this analysis.

Extra rate
Summer
semester

Winter semester

104

Academic year
2017/2018

Faculty of Education

€ 78,510.00

Faculty of Agriculture and
Veterinary

€ 81,105.00

€ 58,410.00

€ 139,515.00

Faculty of Electrical and
Computer Engineering

€ 36,465.00

€ 27,705.00

€ 64,170.00

Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering

€ 29,824.00

€ 35,385.00

€ 65,209.00

Faculty of Civil Engineering
and Architecture

€ 72,150.00

€ 49,140.00

€ 121,290.00

Faculty of Law

€ 28,125.00

€ 35,625.00

€ 63,750.00

Faculty of Medicine

€ 319,590.00

€ 303,705.00

Faculty of Economy

€ 68,775.00

€ 64,965.00

€ 133,740.00

Faculty of Philosophy

€ 64,980.00

€ 49,950.00

€ 114,930.00

Faculty of Mathematical and
Natural Sciences

€ 88,890.00

€ 71,475.00

€ 160,365.00

Faculty of Physical
Education and Sports

€ 18,240.00

€ 31,665.00

€ 49,905.00

Faculty of Arts – Department of Musical Arts

€ 150,225.00

€143,475.00

€ 293,700.00

Faculty of Arts Department of Dramatic
Arts

€ 66,060.00

€ 60,630.00

€ 126,690.00

Faculty of Arts Department of Visual Arts

€ 18,390.00

€ 18,060.00

€ 36,450.00

Faculty of Philology

€ 96,315.00

€ 99,216.00

€ 195,531.00

TOTAL

€ 1,217,644.00

€ 1,114,416.00

€ 2,332,060.00

€

65,010.00
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€ 143,520.00

€

623,295.00

Table 2. Table of contracting adjunct lecturers for the academic year 2017/2018. Clarification: The Faculty of Arts was split in three departments, according to the existing split in the financial statements for
the income of academic staff. The sums of these three departments were taken together throughout
the text in this analysis.

Adjunct lecturers
Winter semester

Summer
semester

Academic year
2017/2018

Faculty of Education

€ 30,000.00

€ 23,520.00

€ 53,520.00

Faculty of Agriculture and
Veterinary

€ 54,300.00

€ 47,250.00

€ 101,550.00

Faculty of Electrical and
Computer Engineering

€ 44,475.00

€ 32,700.00

€ 77,175.00

Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering

€ 27,000.00

€ 21,900.00

€48,900.00

Faculty of Civil Engineering
and Architecture

€ 9,900.00

€ 5,120.00

€15,020.00

Faculty of Law

€ 16,200.00

€ 17,700.00

€ 33,900.00

Faculty of Medicine

€ 112,950.00

€ 131,850.00

€ 244,800.00

Faculty of Economy

€ 31,500.00

€ 34,800.00

€ 66,300.00

Faculty of Philosophy

€ 29,400.00

€ 22,950.00

€ 52,350.00

Faculty of Mathematical and
Natural Sciences

€ 27,150.00

€ 15,150.00

€ 42,300.00

Faculty of Physical Education and Sports

€ 18,000.00

€ 13,050.00

€ 31,050.00

Faculty of Arts Department of Musical Arts

€ 45,900.00

€ 4,800.00

€ 50,700.00

Faculty of Arts -Department
of Dramatic Arts

€ 48,450.00

€ 40,950.00

€ 89,400.00

Faculty of Arts Department of Visual Arts

€ 32,400.00

€ 35,400.00

€ 67,800.00

Faculty of Philology

€ 29,400.00

€ 32,100.00

€ 61,500.00

TOTAL

€ 557,025.00

€ 479,240.00

€ 1,036,265.00
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OTHER OPPORTUNITIES TO SPEND
MONEY
and the column “Monthly salary” shows
the amount of the salary according to the
regular contracts. The adjunct lecturers
which are not categorized in this table do
not receive set salaries, they are paid for
services, thus for set hours of classes held
within UP.

Below is the table from the regulation on
the income of academic staff where you
can see the set monthly salaries for the academic staff of the University of Prishtina.
The table split in three columns contains
“Rank”, which shows the existing academic
ranks, the column “Hours per week” shows
the contracted rate per academic rank,

Table 3. Table of income from the regulation on income

Rank

Hours per week

Monthly salary

Full professors

6

1429,54

Associate professors

6

1283,34

Assistant professors

6

1137,14

Lecturers

10

990,94

Foreign language lecturers

10

844,73

Répétiteurs

10

844,73

Assistants

10

772,50

New assistants

10

698,75

If we rely on table 3, we can see that the
monthly cost of an assistant professor that
has full professorial competences (lecturing classes and other professorial competences) is 1137,14 euros. With a simple calculation we can conclude that the annual
cost of an assistant professor is 13.609,68
euros. With 1 million euros UP could hire
around 73 assistant professors.
While with 3.3 million euros UP could hire
247 assistant professors which would increase by 50% the existing academic staff,
which is around 550 persons with professorial ranks (assistant professor, associate
professor, full professor).

euros would open tens of new job positions for academic staff (assistant professors and new assistants – refer to table
3). While the rest, 2.3 million euros would
create a fund for science in the University of Prishtina where professors would be
paid for every article published as first or
corresponding author published in journals indexed in Web of Science or Scopus,
similar to the Czech model. This would increase the number of academic staff and
the number of scientific publications in the
University of Prishtina. Automatically such
a decision would improve the ranking of
the University of Prishtina and improve the
quality of teaching in UP.

Another division of the mismanaged fund
of 3.3 million euros would be that 1 million
106
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CONCLUSIONS
A fund of 2.3 million euros is mismanaged
and abused to pay the existing academic
staff for hours that could be held by regular
staff.
Around 1 million euros are spent by the
University of Prishtina to contract adjunct
lectures who are given professorial competences without going through the foreseen
statutory filters.
UP doesn’t have the capacities to offer academic staff to all the accredited programs.
A considerable number of incompetent
persons lecture hundreds of classes.
The ratio of professor-student in the University of Prishtina is the worst ratio in the
region as a result of the mismanagement
of public funds.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The University of Prishtina must use the
fund of 3.3 million euros to increase the
number of regular academic staff.
UP must establish a fund for science.
UP must lower the number of accredited programs, and increase the quality of
teaching in the existing programs, and periodically lower the number of students admitted in the accredited programs.
UP must stop the extra-statutory practice
of professorial functions being done by
persons that weren’t appointed or elected
in professorial positions according to the
provisions of the Statute approved by the
Kosovo Parliament.

The University of Prishtina doesn’t have a
fund for science as a result of the mismanagement and abuse of public funds.
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